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1) Pick up 7 pink DB11 
and 1 gold DB11, 
repeat 8 times and 
close leaving a 45cm 
tail (total of 72 DB)

2)  Peyote 1 row in pink 
DB 

3)  Place on the wooden 
base. Peyote * 1 white DB
(under the gold DB) then  
3 pink DB, repeat 8 times

Material : 

 18 Kalos® par Puca®
 9 Delos® par Puca®
 1 wooden base « Joe » par 

Puca®
 9 Strass Mesh (SM) or 

True2®
 9 Bicone 3mm (T3)
 5 Grs Delicas 11/0 (DB11) in 

4 Colors
 Seed bead 15/0 (R15), 11/0 

(R11)
 Glue
  1 round fabric 7 cm +  

stuffing
 Fireline 0.12 
 1 magnet or felt 25 mm Ø 
 Optional Paint for the base



4)  Peyote *2 white DB, 2 
pink DB, repeat 9 times 

5) Peyote *1 white DB, 
pass through white DB, 
peyote *1 white DB, *1 
pink DB, repeat 8 times 

6)  Place 1 SM between 2 
white DB, pick up *1 
white DB, pass through 
the pink DB above, *1 
white DB

7) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture, 
repeat steps 6 and 7 for 
the length of the pattern 

8)   You’ll now have this, 
exit like picture

9) Pick up *1 R15 on each 
size of the SM and exit 
through the 2 following 
white DB

10) Pick up *1 white DB 
and exit through the 2 
following white DB. 
Repeat steps 9 and 10 for
the length of the pattern

11) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture

12) Pick up *1 R15, exit 
through the following R15



13) Pick up *1 R15, *1 
purple DB, *1 R15, exit 
through R15 like picture 

14)  Pick up *1 R15 exit 
through the 3 following 
white DB. Repeat steps 12
to 14 for the length of the
pattern

15) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture

16) Pick up *1 R15, pass 
through the beads like 
picture, *1 R15, exit 
through white DB , 
repeat for the length of 
the pattern  

17) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture, 
through R15

18) Pick up *1 gold DB, 
pass through the 3 
following beads, *1 gold 
DB, exit like picture

19) Pick up *1 white DB  
and repeat steps 18 and 
19  for the length of the 
pattern

20)  You’ll now have this
😊Exit like picture, 
through gold DB

21) Pick up *1 R15, *1 
purple DB, *1 R15, pass 
through gold DB



22) Pick up *1 gold DB, 
pass through white DB, 
pick up *1 gold BD and 
exit through the following
gold DB. Repeat steps 21 
and 22 for the length of 
the pattern

23)  You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture, 
through pink DB.
We’re going to secure 
your work

24) Pick up *1 pink DB, 
pass through the 3 DB 
below, *1 pink DB. Repeat
for the length of the 
pattern
 

25) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture, 
through pink DB 

26) Pick up 1 Kalos 
between pink DB. Repeat 
for the length of the 
pattern

27) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture, 
through top hole of Kalos

28) Pick up *1 R15 
between each Kalos. 
Repeat for the length of 
the pattern  

29) You’ll now have this
😊. Exit like picture 
through gold DB
  

30) Pick up *1 gold DB, 
pass through 3 beads, *1 
gold DB, pass through 
Gold DB, *1 white DB, exit
like picture. Repeat for 
the length of the pattern



31) Exit like picture , 
through gold DB

32) Pick up *1 R15, *1 
purple DB, *1 R15, exit 
like picture

33) Pick up *1 white DB 2 
times, exit like picture

34) Pass through 3 
following beads. Repeat 
steps 32 to 34 for the 
length of the pattern.  

35) Pick up *1 white DB, 1
gold DB, 1 white DB. Pass 
through the 3 following 
beads.  Repeat for the 
length of the pattern

36) Exit like picture, 
through white DB

37) Pick up *1 R15, *1 
DB, *1 R15   

38) Pick up *1 gold DB, 
pass through gold DB 
above, *1 gold DB. Repeat
steps 36 and 37 for the 
length of the pattern

39) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture. 



40) Peyote *1 gold DB,  
*1 pink DB, *1 gold DB, 
pass through the 3 
following beads. Repeat 
for the length of the 
pattern

41) You’ll now have 
this😊 Exit like picture

42) Pick up *1 pink DB, 
pass through pink DB 
above, *1 pink DB, exit 
through gold DB above

43) Pick up *1 R15, *1 
purple DB, *1 R15, exit 
through gold DB above. 
Repeat step 42 & 43 for 
the length of the pattern

44) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture (pink 
DB)

45) Peyote*1 pink DB, *1 
R15, *1 R15, exit through 
following pink DB. Repeat 
steps 45 for the length of 
the pattern

46) You’ll now have 
this 😊 Exit like picture, 
through pink DB

47) Pick up *1 R15, pass 
through gold R15 above, 
*1 R15, 1 DB, *1 R15 pass 
through gold R15 above, 
*1 R15, exit through pink 
DB. Repeat for the length 
of the pattern

48) You’ll now have this
😊 Exit like picture, 
through gold R15



49) Pick up *1 R15, pass 
through the 3 following 
beads,  pick up *1 R15, 
pass through gold R15 
above, twice. Repeat for 
the length of the pattern

50) Pick up *1 R15, *1 
purple DB, *1 R15, exit 
through gold R15

51) Pick up *1 R15, pass 
through gold R15 
above,*1 R15, exit 
through gold R15 above . 
Repeat steps 50 and 51 
for the length of the 
pattern

52) You’ll now have 
this 😊 Exit like picture, 
through the R15, DB, R15

53) Pick up *1 R15, pass 
through the 2 following 
gold R15, *1 R15, pass 
through the 3 following  
beads. Repeat for the 
length of the pattern

54) You’ll now have 
this 😊 Exit like picture, 
through R15

55) Pick up *1 R11, pass 
through the gold R15 
above, *1 R15, 1 purple 
DB, *1 R15, exit through 
gold R15 above. Repeat 
for the length of the 
pattern

56) You’ll now have 
this 😊 Exit like picture, 
through gold R11   

57) Pick up *1 Delos, *7 
R15, pass through Delos 
and the following R11. 
Repeat for the length of 
the pattern



58) You’ll now have this
😊 Pick up 1 R15, 1 T3, 1 
R15, pass through the 7 
R15, repeat for the 
length of the pattern

59) You’ll now have 
this😊 Close your work

60) Bottom view! 

61) Glue a magnet or felt 62) Cut a 7cm circle of 
fabric, run a gathering 
thread around the edge, 
and tighten around the 
stuffing 

63) Glue the cushion into 
the « Joe » wooden base

64) Congratulations, you 
have finished !😊  

Happy beading! 
Thank you for respecting my work ©


